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Official Ubuntu Server Book, The (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2010

	Ubuntu Server is a complete, free server operating system that just works, with the extra Ubuntu polish, innovation, and simplicity that administrators love.


	Now, there’s a definitive, authoritative guide to getting up-and-running quickly with the newest, most powerful versions of Ubuntu Server. Written...
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Information Graphics: A Comprehensive Illustrated ReferenceOxford University Press, 1996

	This book addresses charts, graphs, maps, diagrams, and tables used in all areas; however, its major focus is on their uses for operational purposes.


	To many people, information graphics are the images frequently used in presentations at formal meetings or the stylized charts and graphs used in newspapers and magazines.

...
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Instant InnoDBPackt Publishing, 2013

	InnoDB, the default storage engine for MySQL, is one of the most robust and commonly used in the world today. It can, however, be initially daunting to learn how to start implementing its features, and it can pose unique problems to the beginner user. This guide is written to address these problems.


	"Instant InnoDB"...
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Mastering PostgreSQL 11: Expert techniques to build scalable, reliable, and fault-tolerant database applications, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Master the capabilities of PostgreSQL 11 to efficiently manage and maintain your database

	
		Key Features

		
			Master advanced concepts of PostgreSQL 11 with real-world datasets and examples
	
			Explore query parallelism, data replication, and database performance while working with...
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Beginning Ajax with PHP: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2006
Ajax  breathes new life into web applications by transparently communicating and manipulating data in conjunction with a server-based technology. Of all the server-based technologies capable of working in conjunction with Ajax, perhaps none are more suitable than PHP, the world's most popular scripting language.

Beginning Ajax with...
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Zimbra: Implement, Administer and Manage: Get your organization up and running with Zimbra, fastPackt Publishing, 2007
Zimbra is open-source server and client software for messaging and collaboration: email, group calendaring, contacts, and web document management and authoring. The Zimbra server is available for Linux, Mac OS X, appliances, and virtualization platforms. The Zimbra Web 2.0 Ajax client runs on Firefox, Safari, and IE, and features easy...
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Oracle BPM Suite 11g Developer's cookbookPackt Publishing, 2012

	Organizations find that it's the business process that constitutes the heart of an enterprise

	and is a differentiating factor. They've found that it's the processes that make or break an

	enterprise. Operational efficiency is a differentiating factor, and research shows that it's the

	processes that provide operational...
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High Performance SQL Server: The Go Faster BookApress, 2016

	Design and configure SQL Server instances and databases in support of high-throughput applications that are mission-critical and provide consistent response times in the face of variations in user numbers and query volumes. Learn to configure SQL Server and design your databases to support a given instance and workload. You'll learn...
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Performance Tuning for Linux(R) ServersIBM Press, 2005
Proven techniques for optimizing web, file, print, database, and application  servers Practical introductions to open source performance management tools  Easy-to-understand examples based on Red Hat Enterprise Linux and Novell SUSE  Linux Enterprise ServerAn indispensable guide to maximizing Linux system and  application performanceFrom Wall...
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JavaTech, an Introduction to Scientific and Technical Computing with JavaCambridge University Press, 2005
Java is a serious language suitable for demanding applications in science and
engineering. Really, we promise! Java offers a lot more than just those little
applets in your Web browser.

In JavaTech we focus on how Java can perform useful tasks in technical computing.
These tasks might involve an animated simulation to...
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Getting Started with Oracle Data Integrator 11g: A Hands-on TutorialPackt Publishing, 2012

	The May 26, 2011 edition of the Economist magazine cites a report by the the McKinsey Global Institute (MGI) about data becoming a factor of production, such as physical or human capital. Across the industry, enterprises are investing significant resources in harnessing value from vast amounts of data to innovate, compete, and reduce...
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Microsoft Exchange Server 2013 High AvailabilityPackt Publishing, 2014

	Design a highly available Exchange 2013 messaging environment using real-world examples


	Overview

	
		Use the easy-to-follow guidelines and tips to achieve the highest availability
	
		Covers all the aspects that need to be considered before, during and after implementation of high availability
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